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Modeling is one way that planners, engineers, and economists, among others, attempt to
predict the impacts of possible design, management and operation decisions or policies.
Models are also ways of estimating just how important various uncertain assumptions
and data are to the desired outcome or impact. Models are tools, not substitutes for
human decision-making. They are intended to aid those who must recommend or make
decisions, not replace them. Mistakenly, some reject modeling when they believe their
data are not sufficient or accurate enough, or when they are uncertain with respect to
events affecting their system that they cannot control. The alternative of course is
judgment without any benefit of analyses—analyses that force some rigor on just what
performance criteria are being used to judge system performance, and just what
assumptions are being made with respect to exogenous inputs and the processes that
take place in the system.
Modeling is a fundamental component in the current practice of water resource systems
planning and management. Computer simulation as well as optimization methods are
being used, in practice, to estimate and identify the “What if?” questions, and the
tradeoffs among different and often conflicting system performance criteria. Modeling
cannot identify the best assumptions, or the best scenarios of future events about which
we can only guess. Modeling cannot forecast surprises, events no one has even thought
of that often change the way we think and behave. But modeling, especially in today’s
interactive graphics and internet based computational environment, can help all
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stakeholders obtain a better understanding of how their systems work or function, and
just what issues are important to consider and study in more depth, all in order to
manage their resource in a more adaptive, effective, and sustainable manner.
1. Introduction
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Modeling provides a way, perhaps the principal way, of predicting future behavior, at
least in a statistical sense, of existing or proposed water resource systems. The past 30
years have witnessed major advances in our abilities to model the engineering,
economic, ecologic, hydrologic, and sometimes even the institutional or political
aspects of large complex multipurpose water resource systems. Applications of models
to real systems have improved our understanding of such systems, and hence have often
contributed to improved system design, management, and operation. Evaluating the
applications of numerous types of models has also taught us how limited our modeling
skills remain.
Water resource systems planning, management, and operation is far more complex than
what analysts have been, or perhaps even will be, able to model and solve. The reason is
not simply any computational limitations on the number of model variables, constraints,
subroutines, or executable statements in those subroutines. Rather it is because we do
not understand sufficiently well the multiple interdependent physical, biochemical,
ecological, social, legal and political (human) processes governing the behavior of such
water resource systems. These processes are affected by uncertainties in what we
manage, e.g., water quantities and qualities and water demands, as well as in the models
we use to describe them. Uncertainties also result from the unpredictable actions of
multiple individuals and institutions who are impacted by what they get or do not get
from the management and operation of such systems, as well as by other events having
nothing to do with water.
The development and application of models, or the practice of modeling, should be
preceded by the recognition of what can and cannot be achieved from the use of such
models. Models of real-world systems are always going to be simplified representations
of those systems. What features of the actual system are incorporated into a model, and
what features are not, depends in part on what the modeler thinks is important with
respect to the issues being discussed or the questions being asked. How well this is done
depends on the skill of the modeler, the time and money available, and, perhaps most
importantly, the modeler’s understanding of the real system and decision-making
processes. Developing models is an art, requiring a knowledge of the system being
modeled, the client’s objectives, goals and information needs, and some analytical and
programming skills. Models are always based on numerous assumptions, and some of
these may be at issue. Applying these approximations of reality in a way that
contributes to everyone’s improved understanding and eventually to a good decision
clearly requires considerable modeling and communication skills as well as a little bit of
experience.
Water resource planners and managers must accept the fact that decisions may not be
influenced by their planning and management model results. To know, for example, that
cloud seeding may, on average, reduce the strength of hurricanes over a large region
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does not mean that such cloud-seeding activities will or should be undertaken.
Managers or operators may know that not everyone may benefit, and those who may
lose will likely scream louder than those who may gain. Hence, decision-makers may
feel safer in inaction than action (Shapiro, 1990; Simon, 1988). There is a strong feeling
in many cultures and legal systems that failure to act (nonfeasance) is considered more
acceptable than acts that fail (misfeasance or malfeasance). We all feel greater
responsibility for what we do than for what we do not do. Yet our aversion to risk
should not deter us from addressing such sensitive issues in our models. After all, our
modeling efforts should be driven by the need for information and improved
understanding. It is an improved understanding (not improved models per se) that may
eventually lead to improved system design, management, and/or operation. Models used
to aid water resource planners and managers are not intended to be, and rarely are (if
ever), adequate to replace their judgment. This we have learned, if nothing else, in our
over 30 years of modeling experience.
This brief paper is to serve as an overview of modeling and its applications. The
emphasis is on application. This discussion is about modeling in practice more than in
theory. It is based on the considerable experience and literature pertaining to how well,
or how poorly, professional practitioners and researchers have done over the past three
decades or more in applying various modeling approaches or tools to real problems with
real clients (see also, for example, Austin (1986), Gass (1990), Kindler (1987) and
(1988); Loucks et al. (1985), Reynolds (1987), Rogers and Fiering (1986)). The focus in
this article is the context within which the practice of modeling takes place.

Here, the terms analysts or modelers, planners, and managers can be the same person or
group of individuals. These terms are used to distinguish the activities of individuals in
the planning and management process, not necessarily the individuals themselves.

In attempting to understand how modelers can better support planners and managers, it
may be useful to examine just what a planner and manager of any complex water
resource system has to do. What planners or managers do governs to some extent what
they need to know. And what they need to know governs to a large extent what
modelers or analysts should be trying to provide.
First, I offer some general thoughts on the major challenges facing water resource
systems planners and managers, the information they need to meet these challenges, and
the role analysts have in helping to provide this information. Next, I will review some
criteria for evaluating the success of any modeling activity designed to help planners or
managers solve real problems. Finally, I will argue why I think the practice of modeling
is in a state of transition, and how current research and development in modeling and
computing technology are affecting that transition. New computer technology has
already had a significant impact in the development and use of models for water
resources planning and management.
2. Challenges of Planners and Managers
Planners and managers of water resource systems are those who are responsible for
solving our particular water-related problems or meeting our special water resource
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needs. When they fail, the public lets them know. What makes their life particularly
challenging is that the public has different needs and expectations. Furthermore, water
resource institutions in which planners and managers work (or hire consultants to work
for them) are like most institutions these days. They must do what they can with limited
financial and human resources. Their clients are all of us who use water, or at least all of
us who are impacted by the decisions they must make. The overall objective of these
institutions is to provide a service, whether it is water supply, water quality,
hydropower, flood control and protection, navigation, recreation, wildlife preservation,
or some combination of these or other purposes. Furthermore they are expected to do
this at a price people are willing to pay. Meeting these goals is not always easy, or even
possible.
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There are rarely simple technical measures or procedures available to ensure that a
solution to any particular set of water resource management problems can be achieved.
Furthermore, everyone who has had any introduction to water resources planning and
management knows one cannot design or operate a water resource system without
making compromises. These compromises are over competing purposes (such as
hydropower and flood control) or competing objectives (such as who benefits and who
pays, and how much and where and when). After analysts identify possible ways of
achieving various goals and objectives and some of their economical, environmental,
ecological and social impacts, it is the planners and managers who have the more
difficult job. They must work with and influence everyone who will have a role or stake
in deciding what to do and/or in implementing the decision.
Planning and managing involves not only decision-making, but also developing among
all interested and influential individuals an understanding and consensus that legitimizes
the decisions and enhances their successful implementation. Planning and managing are
processes that take place in a social environment. These processes involve leadership
and communication among people and institutions. Leadership and communication
skills are learned from experience, not from computers or models.
Moving an organization or institution into action to achieve specific goals involves a
number of activities, including goal-setting, debating, coordinating, motivating,
deciding, implementing, and monitoring. Many of these must be done simultaneously
and continuously, especially as conditions (goals, water supplies, water demands,
finances) change over time. These activities create a number of challenges that are
relevant to modelers or analysts. Some include how to:
1. identify creative alternatives for solving problems;
2. make decisions and implement them given differences in opinions, social values,
and objectives;
3. find out what each interest group wants to know in order to reach an
understanding of the issues and a consensus on what to do; and
4. develop and use models and present their results so that everyone is able to reach
a common understanding and agreement that is consistent with their individual
values.
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In addressing these needs or challenges, planners and managers must consider the
relevant
• legal rules and regulations;
• history of previous decisions;
• preferences of important actors and interest groups;
• probable reactions of those affected by any decision;
• relative importance of various issues being addressed; and
• applicable science, engineering, and economics—the technical aspects of their
work.
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I mention these technical aspects last not to suggest that they are the least important
factor to be considered. I do this to emphasize that they are only one of many factors
and, probably in the eyes of planners and managers, not the most decisive or influential
(Ahearne, 1988; Carey, 1988; Pool, 1990; Walker, 1987).
So, does the scientific, technical, systematic approach to modeling for planning and
management really matter? In our opinion, it can. But the message, I suggest, is that
analysts need to work on the issues of concern to their clients, the planners, and
managers. Analysts need to be prepared to interact with the political or social structure
of the institutions they are attempting to assist, as well as with the public and the press.
Analysts should also be prepared to have their work ignored. Even if the analysts are
presenting “facts” based on the current state of the sciences, sometimes these sciences
are not considered relevant. Happily for scientists and engineers, this is not always the
case. The challenge of modelers or analysts interested in having an impact on the
practice of water resource systems planning and management is to become a part of the
largely political planning and management process and to contribute towards its
improvement.
3. Challenges of Modeling

To engage in a successful water resource systems study, the modeler must possess not
only the requisite mathematical and systems methodology skills, but also an
understanding of the environmental engineering, economic, political, cultural, and
social aspects of water resources planning problems. For example, to study the impact
of a large land development plan, the analyst should be able to predict how the proposed
plan would affect runoff and, in turn, the quantity and quality of surface waters and
ground waters, and how the development would affect flood flows and conversely, how
flood flows would affect the planned development. Add to this the prediction of the
increasingly important ecological impacts resulting from the land uses and water
quantity and quality regimes we create. To do this the analysts must have an
understanding of the biological, chemical, and physical and even social processes that
are involved in water resources management.
A reasonable knowledge of economic theory is just as important as an understanding of
hydraulic, hydrologic, ecologic and environmental engineering disciplines. Economics
has always had, and will continue to have, a significant role in the planning of water
resources investments. It is obvious that the results of most water resources
management decisions have a direct impact on people and their relationships. Hence
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inputs from those having a knowledge of law, regional planning, and political science
are also needed during the comprehensive planning of water resource systems,
especially during the development and evaluation of the results of various planning
models.
Some of the early water resource systems studies were often undertaken with a naive
view of the appropriate role and impact of models and modelers in the policymaking
process. The policymaker could foresee the need to make a decision.
He or she would ask the systems group to study the problem. They would then model it,
identifying feasible solutions and their consequences, and recommend one or at most a
few solutions. The policymaker, after waiting patiently for these recommendations,
would then make a yes or no decision. Experience to date suggests the following:
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1. A final solution to a water resources planning problem rarely exists; plans and
projects are dynamic and change and evolve over time as facilities are added and
modified and the uses and demands placed on the facilities change.
2. For every major decision there are many minor decisions, made by different
agencies or management organizations responsible for different aspects of a
project; plans evolve.
3. The time normally available to study a water resources problem is shorter than
the time necessary for an adequate state-of-the-art mathematical modeling study,
or if there is sufficient time, the objectives of the original study will have
significantly shifted by the time the study is completed.

This experience emphasizes not only some of the limitations and difficulties that any
water resource systems study may encounter, but more important, it emphasizes the
need for constant communication among the analysts, engineers responsible for the
systems operations, and policymakers.
The success or failure of many past water resource studies is in a large part attributable
to the efforts expended or not expended in ensuring adequate and meaningful
communication—communication among systems planners, professional engineers
responsible for system operation and design, and public officials responsible for major
decisions and setting general policies.
It is these engineers and public officials, after all, who need the information that can be
derived from various models and analyses, and they must have it in a form useful and
meaningful to them. At the beginning of any study, objectives are usually poorly
defined. As more is learned about what can be achieved, people are better able to
identify what they want to achieve.
Close communication among analysts, engineers, and public officials throughout the
modeling process is essential if systems studies are to make their greatest contribution
to the planning process.Furthermore, those who will use models, and present the
information derived from models to those responsible for making decisions, must be
intimately involved with model development, solution, and analysis. Only then can they
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appreciate the assumptions upon which any particular model is based, and hence
adequately evaluate the reliability of the results.
Any water resource systems study that involves only outside consultants, and minimal
communication between consultants and planners within a responsible management
agency or involved stakeholders, is unlikely to succeed in having a significant impact on
the planning process. Models that are useful are alive, constantly being modified and
applied by those groups which are involved in plan preparation, evaluation, and
implementation.
4. Characteristics of Problems to be Modeled
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Problems motivating modeling and analyses exhibit a number of common
characteristics. These are reviewed here because they provide insight into whether a
modeling study of a particular problem may be worthwhile. If the planners’ objectives
are very unclear, few alternative courses of action exist, or there is little scientific
understanding of the issues involved, then mathematical modeling and sophisticated
methodologies are frequently of little use.
Successful applications of modeling are often characterized by:

1. A systems focus or orientation: Attention needs to be devoted to the interaction
of elements within the system as a whole as well as to the elements themselves.
2. The use of interdisciplinary teams: In many complex and nontraditional
problems it is not at all clear from the start what disciplinary viewpoints will
turn out to be most appropriate or acceptable. It is essential that the participants
in such work—coming from different established disciplines—become familiar
with the techniques, vocabulary, and concepts of the other involved disciplines.
It might be said that participation in interdisciplinary modeling requires a
willingness to make mistakes at the fringes of one’s technical competence.
3. The use of formal mathematics: Most analysts prefer to use mathematical
models to assist in system description and identification and evaluation of
efficient tradeoffs among conflicting objectives and to provide an unambiguous
record of the assumptions and data used in the analysis.

Not all water resources planning and management problems are suitable candidates for
study using modeling methods. Modeling is most appropriate when:
1. The planning and management objectives are reasonably well defined and
organizations and individuals can be identified who have the necessary authority
and power to implement possible decisions.
2. There are many alternative decisions that may satisfy the stated objectives and
the best decision is not obvious.
3. The alternative solutions and the objectives of the system being analyzed are
describable by a reasonably tractable mathematical representation.
4. The hydrological, economical, environmental and ecological impacts resulting
from any decision are not obvious without modeling.
5. The parameters of the model are estimable from readily obtainable data.
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